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What do communities implementing Complete Streets achieve with these investments? This session shares data-driven analysis of 30+ built Complete Streets projects and their transportation and economic performance in diverse communities. It then examines the connection between natural and built design to support this performance. It concludes by proposing a comprehensive performance-based approach for transportation decision making.

Learning Objectives:
- Participants will be able to explain the transportation performance of built Complete Streets projects (e.g., mode shifts, safety, cost, etc.).
- Participants will be able to discuss the economic performance of built Complete Streets projects (e.g., total private investment and real estate and employment trends).
- Participants will learn practical lessons about integrating the natural and built environment as part of Complete Streets.
- Participants will explore recommendations and resources for better data collection and analysis of Complete Streets projects.

Outline:
Introduction
- Welcome
- The Complete Streets Movement
- Landscape architects: Leading Through Design
- ASLA Advocacy: Completing the Streets

Evaluating Complete Streets Projects
- Why does performance-based transportation decision making increasingly matter?
- Methods to assess projects
- Meeting transportation goals: Results from 35+ Complete Streets projects
- Defining performance measures
• Best Practices in measuring Complete Streets’ performance at the project level
• Review of publicly available tools and resources to jump-start project evaluation

Lessons Learned from Chicago: The role of the landscape architect from design to evaluation
• Implementing Complete Streets policy
• “Tricks” of the landscape trade
• Modal hierarchy, with pedestrians as priority
• Sustainability
• Placemaking
  a. Public progress / education
  b. Agency coordination / resources

Lessons Learned from Albuquerque: The role of the landscape architect from design to evaluation
• Overview of Complete Streets projects from design to implementation
• Lead & Coal Streetscape Improvements
  Project goals
  Public involvement strategies
  Challenges faced during design and construction
  Public response/results
  Missed opportunities/lessons learned
• Applying lessons learned to future projects (West Central Ave./San Pedro Dr./Zuni Rd.)
  Evaluation component
  Performance measures
  Results
• Filling gaps in project evaluation
• Landscape architects’ role in developing measurement goals
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